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Example 1: a case where a 
constraint on machining time 
is given. 
Example 2: a case where the 
entire process is required to 
be finished by one tool.  
Feasible region. 
Favorable direction 
: optimal process under each 
constraint 
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Tool path 
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0.3mm from bottom 
3.0mm from bottom 
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(a-1) tool bottom 
(cutting distance=0m) 
(a-2) 3.0 mm from tool bottom 
(cutting distance=0m) 
(b-1) tool bottom 
(cutting distance=300m) 
(b-2) 3.0 mm from tool bottom 
(cutting distance=300m) 
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Target profile for      
normalized cutting force
Estimated rate of 
increase at 200 m 
Target tool life
Cutting force level to       
reach end of tool life (400N)
Measured normalized cutting 
force (till 200m)             
Estimated tool life 
Cutting length m
10
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N Normalized cutting force
under constant feedrate
Target profile
Target tool life (1000m)
Normalized cutting force 
under control            
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Normalized cutting force    
under control               
Estimated tool 
life at 200 m  
Target tool life (650m)
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Normalized cutting force       
with only feedrate scheduling  
(Tool life is 1400m)           
Normalized cutting force    
under control               
Target profile    
Estimated tool life  
at 200 m (1400m)    
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